L-3 Mission Integration, a pioneer in aircraft systems integration, provides technology and expertise to the most capable ISR programs in the world. We are committed to meeting the customer’s needs, delivering state-of-the-art systems and sustaining today’s high op-tempo missions. L-3 Mission Integration has the proven resources and knowledge to accept the challenges of supporting today’s increasingly complex ISR missions. We stand ready to provide vital intelligence, situational awareness, domain dominance and secure communications to those that matter the most.

Global Secure Information Management System (GSIMS)

L-3 Mission Integration’s GSIMS is a certified and accredited IP-based airborne secure communication system. It provides users with reliable connectivity, secure video conferencing and access to a controlled wireless connection in an executive office environment. GSIMS seamlessly integrates L-3’s Airborne Executive Phone (AEP) using multiple levels of security for digital voice through a single handset and Internet data access. The GSIMS IP-based architecture integrates legacy analog, digital radio, and interphone systems, and is effectively controlled from an operator workstation.

L-3 stands ready to provide the most advanced secure communication system for VIP and Head of State aircraft. For more information, go to L-3com.com/IS.